
Are Truth and Reconciliation part of your lifelong
learning?

The National Day of Truth and Reconciliation on September 30
is a time for recognition and reflection on the impact of the Indian
residential school system on Indigenous communities. As we
approach the second marking of “Orange Shirt Day” as September
30 is also known, amongst other ways of honoring lost children and
survivors, it’s timely to review our own progress on the Truth and
Reconciliation Commission’s Calls to Action in its 2015 report, and
specifically those in the justice area. Read more
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Indigenous Peoples and Canadian Law –
Understanding the Historic Narrative & Legal
Implications (1h 35m)

At this year's Osgoode Certificate in Fundamentals of
Indigenous Peoples and Canadian Law, Karen Drake,
Associate Dean (Students) & Associate Professor, Osgoode Hall
Law School, spoke on the pre‑existence of Indigenous peoples
and the assertion of sovereignty, Canada’s creation, expansion
and settlement, treaty making with Indigenous peoples (pre and
post‑Confederation), the ongoing national project of treaty making
and reconciliation with Indigenous peoples and acknowledging the
existence of Indigenous Laws. 
Watch the full session here:

Alumni Profile 
Dr. Paula Cashin

How Osgoode's
Professional LLM in

Dispute Resolution was
invaluable in rebuilding
Dr. Cashin’s career and
helped in her role as the

first Indigenous
radiologist and nuclear
medicine specialist in

Canada.
Read more

Faculty Profile 
Susheel Gupta

On how tragedy led
Susheel Gupta down

a path to working in the
criminal justice system,
how he started teaching
at OsgoodePD and how
his family inspires him.

Read more

Welcoming our new Fall 2022 full-time students and award winners 

This Fall, OsgoodePD welcomes more than 130 full-time Professional LLM students from 23
different countries. Celebration and growth were a theme of this year’s orientation event, with
Dean Mary Condon, Professor Jinyan Li, and OsgoodePD’s Executive Director & Assistant Dean
Victoria Watkins all remarking on the strength of this year’s incoming class. The diversity and
professional experience of our student body is a key feature of the program, as our seminar-
style classes allow for rich discussions about the law from around the world. Read more

The Osgoode Certificate in Advanced HR Law for Senior HR Executives takes a
strategic approach

Having worked for nearly five years as an HR professional, Lorron Andrews was looking to
further her education and gain exposure in the process of employment law mediation. “I felt
really lucky to hear the professionals speak about the different topics that came into
discussion… Their expertise and openness were very much appreciated. They gave great
scenarios and explained the importance of being fully prepared for different scenarios that could
come up in your career in the future.” Read more

Fall 2023 LLM Applications Open Date (Domestic and International) October 1

Professional LLM Info Session (No Prior Law Degree) (Complimentary) October 5 and 19

Professional LLM Info Session (Canadian Lawyers) (Complimentary) October 12

Certificate in Fundamentals of Indigenous Peoples and Canadian Law Starts October 13

15th National Symposium on Tech Crime and Electronic Evidence October 14

M&A Skills Bootcamp October 14 & 28

17th Annual National Forum in Administrative Law and Practice October 18-19

Certificate in Intellectual Property (IP) Licensing Starts October 19

Certificate in Blockchain Law Starts October 19

View all upcoming Certificates, short courses and conferences Learn more

View all LLM programs and application deadlines Learn more 

View all upcoming LLM information sessions Learn more 

Interested in learning more about our programs? 
Sign up to receive updates specific to your area of interest.

Sign Up

We'd love to hear from you!
Please email us with your feedback, questions or submission suggestions.

Contact Us

Phone: 416-597-9724
Email: OsgoodePD@osgoode.yorku.ca
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